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The structure of the deeply red chromium-doped Bi2O3 phase
Bi14CrO24 is described: space group I4/m (Z 5 2); a 5 8.684
(1) A_ , c 5 17.238 (1) A_ . The BiIII polyhedra show distinct distor-
tions due to steric lone-pair e4ects. There is de5nite spectroscopic
evidence that chromium is present as CrVIO22

4 tetrahedra, which
occupy rather large cages in the lattice. They are only weakly
tied to the frame of BiIII cations=leading to distinct disorder
phenomena. The red shift of the absorption edge with respect to
the edge energies of the undoped Bi2O3 phases and the corre-
sponding color e4ect are discussed as originating from a charge
transfer process between BiIII and CrVI via interconnecting oxy-
gen atoms. ( 2000 Academic Press

I. INTRODUCTION

Chromium (VI) stabilizes various phases, when doped
into Bi

2
O

3
*depending on the chromium concentration. At

low doping levels two compounds with the cubic Sillenite
structure are observed, with lattice constants a"10.24 (1)
and 10.16 As (2), respectively. The Sillenite structure is equiv-
alent to the structure of c-Bi

2
O

3
, one of the four modi"ca-

tions of BiIII oxide. We will report on single crystal X-ray
investigations on CrVI, MoVI, and SVI doped Sillenite phases
elsewhere (3).

A tetragonal compound of the approximate composition
Bi

16
CrO

27
with a broader homogeneity range*x+0.13$

0.02
5

for mixed crystal Bi
2~x

Cr
x
O

3`d , in agreement with
our own powder di!raction investigations*and the unit
cell parameters a"8.67 As , c"17.21 As (alternative space
groups I4, I41 , I4/m) is reported by Zhitomirskii et al. (2). The
single crystal X-ray studies reported here con"rmed the
existence of such a phase, but with the composition
Bi

14
CrO

24
. The latter compound is apparently the stable

phase within the mixed crystal range, because the single
crystal synthesis always yields this composition, indepen-
dent of x. The unit cell is claimed to be formally related to
that of the tetragonal b-modi"cation of Bi O (a "7.74,
2 3 0

1To whom correspondence should be addressed.

20
c
0
"5.63 As ; space group P41 2

1
c (4)) by a+J5/2 a

0
, c+3 c

0
(2).

The structure of Bi
14

CrO
24

is described in this contribution.
A further compound with the approximate composition

Bi
10

Cr
2
O

21
exists in the Bi

2~x
Cr

x
O

3`d
series, with a re-

ported rather broad homogeneity range of x+0.38$0.12
as deduced from powder X-ray investigations and possess-
ing the lattice constants a@"5.528(5) As , b@"5.752(8) As ,
c@"5.483(3) As (2, 5). We could con"rm the powder data in
this case as well, with a narrower homogeneity range, how-
ever. The single crystal study revealed a very large supercell
with a"3a@, b"5b@, c"3c@, which did not allow us to
solve the structure as yet.

Finally, Masuno reports about an orthorhombic phase
BiCrO

3
with the lattice constants a"10.52, b"17.63, c"

9.995 As (5). Depending on the preparation conditions, further
compounds in the Bi

2~x
Cr

x
O

3`d system can be isolated.
The colors of the described solids are orange-to-red, with

the exception of BiCrO
3
, which is green and apparently

contains chromium in the #III oxidation state, at least
partly. It is striking that the incorporation of chromium into
Bi

2
O

3
in lower concentrations leads to a signi"cant lower-

energy shift of the absorption edge as compared to the
pale-yellow to orange-yellow hues, which characterize the
pure Bi

2
O

3
modi"cations. It is a further intention of this

contribution to rationalize the mentioned red-shift in terms
of a possible charge-transfer mechanism between Bi and Cr
via the interconnecting oxygen ligands. While the CrVI-con-
taining compounds are potential red pigments, analogous
color shifts are not observed, if SVI is the doping ca-
tion*though Sillenite and tetragonal phases similar to
those of CrVI are stabilized. We will report on their proper-
ties here as well. Similar, though slightly smaller, lower-
energy shifts of the absorption edge occur in compounds of
Bi

2
O

3
with ZrO

2
(3).

II. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

A. Synthesis and Characterization

Carefully ground (ball mill) and dried mixtures of a-
Bi O and Cr O (or CrO ) in a molar Bi/Cr ratio of 14
2 3 2 3 2

9
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TABLE 1
Measuring Conditions and Parameters for the X-Ray Analysis

of Bi14CrO24

Crystal data
Formula Bi

14
CrO

24
Crystal size (mm3) 0.1]0.1]0.18
Absorption k (mm~1) 94.85
Space group I4/m (No. 87), Z"2
Lattice parameters (As )

a 8.684(1)
c 17.238(1)

Temperature (K) 293
D

#
(g/cm~3) 8.588

Data collection
Di!ractometer IPDS(Stoe) (8)
Radiation MoKa graphite monochromator (0.71073)
Measuring mode '"0}2003, *"13, D"40 mm,

t"10 min/exp
Completeness 0.994
Theta range (deg.) 3.3}32.8; $h, $k, $l
Re#ections (total/unique) 9400/1246 [R

(*/5)
"0.112]

Computing
Re"nement (7) SHELXL-97
Atomic scattering factors For neutral atoms, * f @ and * f A from (9)
Absorption correction (8) numerical
Extinction correction (7) e"0.00026(3)
Re"nement method Full matrix least squares,

+w(F2
0
!F2

#
)2 minimized

Number of parameters 60
R

2
(F2), R(F) (all re#.) 0.0826, 0.0456

Goodness of "t (F2) 0.914
Max. ratio shift/esd (0.001
*o

.!x@.*/
(e/As 3) 6.4, !4.5
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were sintered as powders or tablets in corundum or plati-
num crucibles at 7503C in air for 1 day and cooled to room
temperature for 4 h. After grinding, the heating procedure
was repeated, resulting in the pure tetragonal Bi

14
CrO

24
phase, with the unit cell parameters a"8.672, c"17.21 As
and a brilliant orange-red color.

Using K
2
S
2
O

7
as the doping material (Bi/S ratio: 7) and

applying the same preparation conditions as those in the Cr
case, we obtained a phase Bi

14
SO

24
, after K

2
SO

4
had been

removed by treatment with hot water. The unit cell para-
meters of the pale-yellow solid are a"8.648 As , c"17.24 As .

Structural powder X-ray analyses and optical measure-
ments indicate that CrVI and SVI can be mutually replaced
by each other, with yellow-to-orange colors intermediate
between those of the pure solids.

b-Bi
2
O

3
was prepared by the decomposition of (BiO)

2
CO

3
on a Pt plate at 3803C and was obtained as an orange powder.

c-Bi
2
O

3
was accessible from a KCl/NaCl melt with a-

Bi
2
O

3
as yellow single crystals by slowly cooling from 750

to 5003C (43/h) and from 5003 to 2953C in 2 h.
Bi

1.75
Zr

0.25
O

3`d was synthesized from the stoichiometric
mixture of a-Bi

2
O

3
and ZrO

2
, following the procedure

described for the CrVI- and SVI-doped compounds. The
orange solid crystallizes in the b-Bi

2
O

3
structure (6) with the

lattice constants a"7.72 As , c"5.63 As . The homogeneity
range of this phase in the mixed crystal series Bi

2~x
Zr

x
O

3`d
is 0.24x40.5, without signi"cant changes of the unit cell
parameters dependent on x.

Single crystals of the tetragonal CrVI phase can be grown
using powder samples Bi

14
CrO

24
, following either one of

the following procedures: (a) cooling from the melt at 8603C
with a rate of 4.83/h to 6003C in a corundum or Pt crucible;
(b) melting a mixture of the powder sample with KCl (2:5
weight ratio) at 8003C in a Pt crucible and cooling to 7003C
at 2.23/h and further to 3003C at 1003/h.

B. Single Crystal Diwraction Analysis

A red crystal of Bi
14

CrO
24

was investigated on an IPDS
area detector system. The crystal data and experimental
conditions are given in Table 1. For an appropriate consid-
eration of the very high absorption e!ect a careful numerical
correction was performed (SHELXTL (8)) based on indexed
crystal faces. Owing to the small size of the crystal and the
absence of well-developed crystal faces an optimization of
the crystal geometry was performed, based on a large num-
ber of equivalent re#ections (9). The structure could be
solved and re"ned in space group I4/m with a disorder of
the CrVIO2~

4
tetrahedra as described in Section III. Re"ne-

ment in the subgroup I4 did not result in a signi"cant
improvement; there was no indication of a possible
merohedral twinning. The structure re"nement against all
F2 data converged well at wR

2
"0.0826, R"0.0456 (for

the observed re#ections wR
2
"0.0813, R"0.0372).
The positional parameters and anisotropic displacement
factors are listed in Table 2. Further details of the crystal
structure investigation may be obtained from FACHIN-
FORMATIONSZENTRUM KARLSRUHE, D-76344
Eggenstein-Leopoldshafen, Germany, by inquiring about
the depository No. CSD-410882.

C. Spectroscopic Measurements

UV-vis spectra between 4000 and 28000 cm~1 were re-
corded using the powder re#ection technique (Zeiss PMQII
and Hitachi U-3410).

X-ray absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectro-
scopy at the 1s-threshold of chromium-doped Bi

2
O

3
pig-

ments (10) was performed in Bonn (Prof. J. Hormes).

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Electronic Structure

Figure 1 presents the optical spectra of a-, b-, and c-Bi
2
O

3
inducing a yellowish, a pale orange, and again a faint yellow



TABLE 2
(a) Atomic Positions, (Equivalent) Isotropic Displacement Factors U [10220 m2 5 As 2], and Site Occupation Factors for Bi14CrO24

and (b) Anisotropic Displacement Factors of Bi, Cr, and O(1)+O(4)

(a) Atom Position x y z ; s.o.f

Bi(1) 4e 0 0 0.6577(1) 0.0201(2) 1
Bi(2) 8h 0.7866(1) 0.5624(1) 0 0.0162(1) 1
Bi(3) 16i 0.7981(1) 0.6056(1) 0.6691(1) 0.0148(1) 1
O(1) 8g 0 0.5 0.3775(7) 0.024(2) 1
O(2) 16i 0.1225(9) 0.1828(9) 0.4218(5) 0.020(1) 1
O(3) 16i !0.2524(9) 0.0772(10) 0.2562(5) 0.022(1) 1
Cr 4e 0 0 0.0188(5) 0.030(2) 0.5
O(4) 4e 0 0 0.111(2) 0.028(6) 0.5
O(5) 8h 0.153(14) 0.104(14) 0 0.041(8) 0.15(4)
O(6) 16i 0.154(7) !0.065(7) 0.028(4) 0.041(8) 0.19(2)
O(7) 8h 0.199(8) 0.017(9) 0 0.041(8) 0.23(4)

(b) Atom ;
11

;
22

;
33

;
23

;
13

;
12

Bi(1) 0.0225(2) 0.0225(2) 0.0154(3) 0 0 0
Bi(2) 0.0120(2) 0.0169(2) 0.0196(2) 0 0 0.0010(2)
Bi(3) 0.0139(2) 0.0139(2) 0.0165(2) 0.0009(1) !0.0006(1) 0.0006(1)
O(1) 0.018(4) 0.038(6) 0.017(4) 0 0 0.014(4)
O(2) 0.019(3) 0.021(3) 0.018(3) !0.003(3) !0.004(3) 0.004(2)
O(3) 0.020(3) 0.021(3) 0.025(4) !0.008(3) 0.001(3) 0.001(3)
Cr 0.031(2) 0.031(2) 0.027(5) 0 0 0
O(4) 0.028(9) 0.028(9) 0.03(2) 0 0 0

COLORED Bi
14

CrO
24
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color, respectively. The location of the absorption edge
is rather steep in the case of the b-modi"cation and cor-
responds to a semiconductor gap between the "lled
6s and the empty 6p band of roughly 2.5 eV. In Fig. 2
the powder re#ectance spectra of various CrVI, SVI, and
FIG. 1. Powder re#ectance spectra of three Bi
2
O

3
modi"cations (a,

stable; b and c, metastable at 298 K). The approximate turning points ¹ of
the absorption edges were determined by means of mean-square "tting
curves, which are plotted with thin lines. ¹ is 22.3, 19.8, and 22.4]103cm~1

for a-, b-, and c-Bi
2
O

3
, with a margin of $250 cm~1.
ZrIV-doped Bi
2
O

3
phases are collected. A distinct lower-

energy shift of the absorption edge by about 0.5 eV with
respect to that of b-Bi

2
O

3
is observed on CrVI doping*the

spectra of the Sillenite and the tetragonal and the orthor-
hombic phase (see the Introduction) being virtually identi-
cal. As a consequence orange-red to red colors occur.
A similar, but somewhat smaller, edge shift is observed in
the case of the orange mixed crystals between b-Bi

2
O

3
and

ZrO
2
. In contrast, SVI doping leads to nearly colorless

solids, whose absorption edge is located around
23]103 cm~1*in the region of those characteristic of a-
and c-Bi

2
O

3
(Figs. 1 and 2).

EPR spectroscopy of the CrVI-doped tetragonal solids
yields a weak nearly isotropic signal, which further
broadens on cooling. The g-value is slightly larger than 2.00,
indicating unpaired electron density not bound to chro-
mium, because otherwise g should be smaller than the
spin-only value (11). Possibly low-lying impurity states are
present, housing electrons, which are involved in a charge-
transfer mechanism between BiIII and CrVI. We will discuss
in the next section whether the structural data are in favor of
such a process.

The oxidation state of chromium in the orange-red to red
tetragonal phases and cubic Sillenite compounds is #VI,
and the coordination geometry is tetrahedral, as is unam-
bigously deduced from iodometric titrations and by X-ray
absorption spectroscopy at the Cr}K edge (10). It is in



FIG. 2. Powder re#ectance spectra of the tetragonal phases Bi
14

CrO
24

(I) and Bi
14

SO
24

(IV) and of a tetragonal mixed crystal Bi
1.75

Zr
0.25

O
3`d

(III). For comparison the spectrum of b-Bi
2
O

3
(II) is also shown. The

turning points were determined as in Fig. 1 and occur at 16.8, 17.4, and
23.2]103 cm~1 for I, III, and IV, respectively, again with a margin of
$250 cm~1.

FIG. 3. The layer structure of Bi
14

CrO
24

, projected onto the ac plane.
The unit cell is indicated; the element labels for the various atomic symbols
are also given.

FIG. 4. View along the c direction of the Bi
14

CrO
24

structure, with the
Bi(1) and Bi(3) centers approximately in the paper plane.

4
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particular the location of the preedge peak*corresponding
to an electronic 1sPt

2
(3d) excitation and appearing with

high intensity only in the case of coordination geometries
without inversion center*which sensitively re#ects the oxi-
dation state. The capability to distinguish between di!erent
oxidation numbers can be easily substantiated by compari-
son with the spectra of CrO

3
and Ca

5
(CrO

4
)
3
Cl containing

CrVIO2~
4

and CrVO3~
4

tetrahedra, respectively (10). The
presence of CrVIO2~

4
polyhedra in the Cr-doped Bi

2
O

3
solids is further con"rmed by IR spectroscopy, namely, the
presence of an intense band at 850 cm~1. It can be assigned
to the IR active q

2
stretching vibration, red-shifted by

+40 cm~1 with respect to that of K
2
CrO

4
(12)*presum-

ably due to the bonding interactions of the oxygen atoms to
BiIII in the Bi

14
CrO

24
lattice (see below). The location of this

mode for CrVO3~
4

is far o!, at 765 cm~1 (12).

B. The Structure of Bi
14

CrO
24

Figure 3 illustrates, in the projection along b, that
Bi

14
CrO

24
crystallizes in a layer structure, with Bi(2) plus

Cr forming cationic sheets at z+0, 1/2 and Bi(1) plus Bi(3) at
z+1/6, 1/3, 2/3, 5/6 (Table 2). While the oxygen atoms O(3)
interconnect the latter layers, O(1), O(2), and O(4) bridge the
two di!erent types of cationic sheets. The interconnection
pattern within the Bi(1), Bi(3) layers is illustrated by Fig. 4.
The CrO2~ polyhedra occupy positions with 4/m site
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symmetry within rather large cavities of the lattice, the
coordinating O(4) to O(7) atoms being only weakly bonded
to the neighbored BiIII centers with Bi}O spacings between
2.8 and 3.2 As . The Cr atoms are disordered over two neigh-
bored positions on the C

4
axis above and below the mirror

plane with a distance of 0.65 As . According to the high
symmetry of these positions and to the spectroscopic evid-
ence for the presence of CrVIO2~

4
tetrahedra, orientational

disorder of the coordinated oxygen atoms has to be as-
sumed as well. Only one of these, O(4)*located on the
C

4
axis as Cr and also disordered over two positions*could

be re"ned with anisotropic displacement factors of normal
size. For the remaining oxygen atoms a very di!use density
distribution is found, concentrated in the mirror plane.
Re"nement with seemingly pseudo-octahedral geometry
around Cr*using the highest maxima of the Fourier map
only*led to extremely large anisotropic displacement fac-
tors (Fig. 5a). The best results have been obtained with the
disorder model shown in Fig. 5b*based on three indepen-
dent crystallographic sites O(5)}O(7), which correspond to
a total of 16 oxygen positions (or 18, including O(4)) around
CrVI. The O(5) and O(7) on the mirror plane and O(6) on
a general position were re"ned with a common isotropic
temperature factor, in order to avoid correlations with the
occupation factors (Table 2). Because of the presence of
the strongly scattering Bi atoms, it is not possible to re"ne
FIG. 5. View along the c direction of the Bi
14

CrO
24

structure, with the B
(b) introducing the "nal disorder model. The Cr atom at z"0 is strongly d
canted with respect to c, in order to avoid superpositions of some of the
displacement ellipsoids are drawn here and in the subsequent "gures at th
the latter split positions with high accuracy. The proposed
disorder model implies four possible orientations of [CrVI

O(4) O(5) O(6) O(7)]2~ tetrahedra*alternatively for CrVI

above or below the mirror plane. Two out of eight pos-
sible polyhedra are shown in Fig. 6. The spacings and
bond angles within the tetrahedra are collected in Table 3.
The former are 1.67(9) As in the average, in good agree-
ment with a reported Cr}O bond length of 1.65 As in a-
K

2
CrO

4
(13). The averaged bond angle is 110$93. These

data are su$ciently good to conclude that the proposed
disorder model is reliable. One should "nally mention, how-
ever, that the occupation of O(6) re"nes higher than that of
O(7) and in particular O(5) (Table 2), this implying that not
only [Cr O(4) O(5) O(6) O(7)]2~ but also [Cr O(4), O(7),
O(6)

2
]2~ tetrahedra might be involved in the disorder.

Though the geometry of the latter tetrahedra appears to be
rather distorted (O...O distances from 1.93 to 2.90 As ) as
compared with the "rst type of tetrahedra (O...O distances
from 2.57 to 3.06 As ), their presence can not be ruled
out*having in mind that the re"ned positions of electron
density maxima in such a complex disorder model may
considerably deviate from the actual atomic positions of an
individual polyhedron. Re"nements with "xed occupation
factors based on models with the "rst or second type of
tetrahedra exclusively lead to a small increase of the wR

2
values.
i(2) and Cr cations located in the paper plane*situation before (a) and after
isplaced along the C

4
axis in (a). In (b) the direction of projection is slightly

Bi(2) oxygen ligator atoms. One possible Cr tetrahedron is indicated. The
e 50% probability level.



FIG. 6. The disordered CrO2~
4

tetrahedra for a chromium position above or below the mirror plane at z"0 (see text); two possible orientations are
shown.
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There are three di!erent BiIII oxygen polyhedra in the
lattice, whose geometries clearly indicate the presence of
a lone pair with partial p-character at the metallic center.
The ionic radius of BiIII is such that coordination numbers
of 6 and 8 versus oxygen ligator atoms are feasible. Indeed
the parent geometry of the Bi(1)O

8
polyhedron is a cube,

slightly rotated along one 4-fold axis toward an Ar-
chimedian antiprism. A distortion along the mentioned axis
has occurred such that two groups of four Bi(1)}O bonds
with short (2.35 As ) and long (2.73 As ) spacings, respectively,
are generated (Fig. 7, Table 3). One may trace back this
speci"c geometry to the lone pair of BiIII extending along the
4-fold axis, repelling the O(3) ligands. Neglecting the oxygen
atoms with distances '2.8 As for the present, Bi(2) is coor-
dinated by four short-distance (+2.25 As ) oxygen ligands in
an arrangement very similar to that of Bi(1)(O2)

4
in Fig. 7,

with an analogous lone-pair orientation (Fig. 8, Table 3). On
the opposite side of the four short-bonded O(2) atoms one
"nds two additional O(1) and about one O(5) (or O(7) or
O(6)) atoms at large distances from the Bi(2) center
(+2.88(6) As ). The angles of the Bi(2)}O(5) (or (O6) or (O7))
bonds with respect to the presumable lone-pair direction are
about 553$153, respectively.The parent coordination poly-
hedron of Bi(3) is apparently not a cube but an octahedron.
If we consider only Bi}O distances below 2.8 As , a square
pyramid with a rather short axial spacing of 2.09 As is
apparent; here the equatorial plane is strongly distorted,
implying two pairs of spacings with +2.2 and +2.6 As ,
respectively (Fig. 9, Table 3). Neglecting this considerable
bond-length anisotropy in the equatorial plane in a "rst
rough consideration, the lone-pair should be oriented ap-
proximately opposite to the axial Bi(3)}O(3) bond. The
additionally coordinated O(i) oxygen atoms from the
CrO2~

4
polyhedron are bonded to Bi(3) with rather long

distances of 2.93 As (O(4) and +3.14 As (O(5), O(6), O(7)),
forming angles of about 353 (O4) and +35$153 (O(5),
O(6), O(7)) in respect to the postulated lone-pair direction.
These angles are even smaller if it is more realistically
assumed that the lone-pair*according to the approximate
C

4
geometry of the Bi(3) polyhedron}is bent toward the long

Bi(3)}O(2) and Bi(3)}O(3c) bonds, with an angle (1803
with respect to the short Bi(3)}O(3a) spacing (Fig. 9).

After all, the predominating distortion of the three coord-
ination polyhedra occurs along a fourfold axis of a cube or
octahedron, leading to geometries with an approximate
C

4v
symmetry (rather distorted in the case of Bi(3)), if Bi}O

bond lengths '2.8 As are not taken into account. These
situations can be qualitatively described by the steric lone-
pair e!ect due to the Gillespie}Nyholm rules, but more
thoroughly by a pseudo-Jahn}Teller e!ect. In the latter
model the vibronic coupling between the ground state of
BiIII (A

1g}6s2) and the "rst excited state ¹
1u

(6s1p1) in
O

h
symmetry via vibrational q

1u
modes plays the crucial role

(14). The A
1g ? q

1u
?¹

1u
coupling and the corresponding

ground state potential surface allows a rather precise analy-
sis of the geometries and distortion pathways of the in-
volved coordination polyhedra (15). This aspect will be
followed elsewhere (16).

The cationic environment of the oxygen atoms O(1), O(2),
O(3) corresponds to a more or less distorted tetrahedral
BiIII coordination, the O(1)[Bi(2)

2
Bi(3)

2
], O(2)[Bi(1)Bi(2a)

Bi(2b)Bi(3)], and O(3)[Bi(1)Bi(3a)Bi(3b)Bi(3c)] polyhedra
possessing the bond distances and angles as given in Table
3. The O(4) is coordinated by four BiIII and one CrVI cation,
forming a compressed tetragonal pyramid. The O(5) binds
one CrVI and three BiIII cations, the latter with Bi}O spac-
ings of +3 As (Fig. 10). Though the angular deviations are
very large, one may roughly describe the O(5) polyhedron as
trigonally compressed*the cationic environment of O(6)
and O(7) being similar (Fig. 10, Table 3).

The structure of Bi
14

CrO
24

is singular and not related to
the also tetragonal structure of b-Bi

2
O

3
(4) in an obvious

manner (see the Introduction). While the BiIII ions in the
latter compound possess the coordination number 6, the
three di!erent BiIII centers in Bi

14
CrO

24
are coordinated by

8, 6, and 5.5 oxygen atoms (Figs. 7}9), respectively, omitting



TABLE 3
Interatomic Distances (As ) and Angles (3) within the Three BiIII Polyhedra and the CrVIO22

4 -Tetrahedron of Bi14CrO24

(The Angles within the Polyhedra Formed by the Cationic Coordination of the O(i) atoms (i 5 1 to 7) Are also Given.)

Bi(1)}O(2) 2.352(7) (4]) Bi(3)}O(3)a 2.086(8)
Bi(1)}O(3) 2.730(8) (4]) Bi(3)}O(1) 2.136(4)

Bi(3)}O(3)b 2.221(8)
Bi(2)}O(2)a 2.223(8) (2]) Bi(3)}O(2) 2.511(8)
Bi(2)}O(2)b 2.282(8) (2]) Bi(3)}O(3)c 2.749(9)
Bi(2)}O(6) 2.82(6) (2]) Bi(3)}O(4) 2.93(1)
Bi(2)}O(1) 2.861(8) (2]) Bi(3)}O(5) 3.18(5)
Bi(2)}O(7) 2.89(7) Bi(3)}O(7) 3.14(3)
Bi(2)}O(5) 2.94(12) Bi(3)}O(6)a 3.10(6)

Bi(3)}O(6)b 3.19(6)

Cr}O(4) 1.58(4) Cr}Bi(3) 3.776(6) (4])
Cr}O(5) 1.64(11) (4]) Cr}Bi(2) 4.240(1) (4])
Cr}O(6) 1.67(6) (4])
Cr}O(7) 1.76(7) (4])

O(2)a}Bi(1)}O(2)b 70.1(2) (4]) Bi(3)}O(1)}Bi(3) 135.8(6)
O(2)a}Bi(1)}O(2)d 108.7(4) (2]) Bi(2)}O(1)}Bi(2) 84.9(3)
O(2)a}Bi(1)}O(3)a 70.3(3) (4]) Bi(3)}O(1)}Bi(2) 98.2(2) (2])
O(2)a}Bi(1)}O(3)b 120.9(3) (4]) 113.6(2) (2])
O(2)a}Bi(1)}O(3)d 165.9(3) (4])
O(2)a}Bi(1)}O(3)c 96.9(3) (4]) Bi(2)a}O(2)}Bi(3) 123.1(3)
O(3)c}Bi(1)}O(3)b 72.8(2) (4]) Bi(2)a}O(2)}Bi(1) 109.0(3)
O(3)a}Bi(1)}O(3)c 114.2(3) (2]) Bi(2)a}O(2)}Bi(2)b 106.1(3)

Bi(2)b}O(2)}Bi(1) 107.0(3)
O(2)a}Bi(2)}O(2)b 74.7(4) Bi(2)b}O(2)}Bi(3) 105.9(3)
O(2)a}Bi(2)}O(2)c 73.7(4) (2]) Bi(3)}O(2)}Bi(1) 104.8(3)
O(2)b}Bi(2)}O(2)c 115.9(4) (2])
O(2)c}Bi(2)}O(2)d 72.4(4) Bi(3)a}O(3)}Bi(3)b 133.1(4)

Bi(3)a}O(3)}Bi(3)c 104.4(3)O(2)c}Bi(2)}O(5) 140(1) (2])
Bi(3)a}O(3)}Bi(1) 105.5(3)O(2)c}Bi(2)}O(7) 141.3(5) (2])
Bi(3)b}O(3)}Bi(3)c 102.3(3)O(2)c}Bi(2)}O(6)a 134(1) (2])
Bi(3)b}O(3)}Bi(1) 109.6(3)O(2)c}Bi(2)}O(6)b 154(1) (2])
Bi(3)c}O(3)}Bi(1) 95.5(3)

O(3)a}Bi(3)}O(1) 93.4(3) Cr}O(4)}Bi(3) 110.2(7) (4])
O(3)a}Bi(3)}O(3)b 95.6(3) Bi(3)}O(4)}Bi(3) 83.2(2) (4])
O(1)}Bi(3)}O(3)b 95.4(3) 140(1) (2])
O(3)a}Bi(3)}O(2) 79.0(3)
O(1)}Bi(3)}O(2) 81.6(3) Cr}O(5)}Bi(3) 98(2)
O(3)b}Bi(3)}O(2) 173.7(3) 120(3)
O(3)a}Bi(3)}O(3)c 75.6(3) Cr}O(5)}Bi(2) 134(6)
O(1)}Bi(3)}O(3)c 167.8(3) Bi(3)}O(5)}Bi(3) 133(3)
O(3)b}Bi(3)}O(3)c 80.7(4) Bi(3)}O(5)}Bi(2) 86(2) (2])
O(2)}Bi(3)}O(3)c 101.1(3)
O(3)a}Bi(3)}O(4) 149.0(5) Cr}O(7)}Bi(3) 97(1)
O(3)a}Bi(3)}O(6)a 166.7(12) 118(2)
O(3)a}Bi(3)}O(7) 149.5(13) Cr}O(7)}Bi(2) 130(4)
O(3)a}Bi(3)}O(5) 141(2) Bi(3)}O(7)}Bi(3) 137(2)
O(3)a}Bi(3)}O(6)b 136.1(12) Bi(3)}O(7)}Bi(2) 88(1) (2])

O(4)}Cr}O(5) 101.4(8) (4])
O(4)}Cr}O(6) 119(2) (4])
O(4)}Cr}O(7) 100.6(5) (4])
O(5)}Cr}O(6) 112(4) (4])
O(5)}Cr}O(7) 116(4) (4])
O(6)}Cr}O(7) 108(3) (4])
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14

CrO
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the Cr[(O(5)O(6)O(7)] grouping and taking the de"ciency
on the O(4) position into account. Furthermore the b-Bi

2
O

3
structure possesses wide channels along [001], which may
be occupied by cation and anion impurities (doping). The
Bi

14
CrO

24
structure, on the other hand, contains cages,

which house the CrO groups.

3



FIG. 7. The coordination geometry of the Bi(1)O
8

polyhedron (site
symmetry C

4
Ec)*view along the b-axis. The presumable orientation of the

lone-pair is indicated.

FIG. 9. The coordination geometry of Bi(3), approximating a distorted
axially compressed tetragonal pyramid, with additional long-bonded
(+3 As ) oxygen atoms.
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C. The Color Ewect

We suppose that the considerable lower-energy shift of
the absorption edge in the case of CrVI-doped Bi

2
O

3
phases

originates from an easy charge-transfer between BiIII and
CrVI via impurity states located in the semiconductor gap
near the "lled 6s(p)-valence band of Bi

14
CrO

24
. Functional

density cluster calculations on structural fragments of this
compound are in progress in order to check such a concept
(16). The structural results indeed indicate a mechanism of
this kind. The O(i) oxygen atoms (i"4 to 7) strongly tied to
CrVI, form additional weak bonds toward the Bi(2)(O2)

4
(O1)

2
and Bi(3)(O3)

3
(O1)(O2) polyhedra (Figs. 8, 9) and are

located in reach of the region, where the electron density of
the lone-pair is presumably still high, as has been discussed
FIG. 8. The coordination geometry of Bi(2) with four short (O(2)) and
further long-bonded (O(1); O(5) or O(6) or O(7)) oxygen atoms, projected
along the c-axis. The site symmetry is C

4
(oc), with Bi(2), O(5), O(7) in this

plane and O(6) very near this plane.
in the previous section. The O(4) is exclusively involved in
the charge transfer between BiIII(3) and CrVI, while the O(i)
with i"5, 6, 7 seem to mediate such a process mainly
between BiIII(2) and CrVI, counting only Bi(2)}O(4 to 7)
spacings smaller than 3 As (+2.88(6) As ; Figs. 8, 9). The
Cr}O(4)}Bi(3) and Cr}O(5 or 6 or 7)}Bi(2) bond angles are
110(1)3 and 135(6)3, respectively, and the Cr}Bi(3) and
Cr}Bi(2) spacings are 3.78 and 4.24 As (Table 3). Figure 3
illustrates that the process is 3-dimensional, with O(5), O(6),
O(7) being active in the a}b planes and O(4) in the crystallo-
graphic c-direction. It is further noteworthy that the Bi(1)O

8
polyhedron, which exhibits the smallest pseudo-Jahn}Teller
distortion and hence the most strongly screened lone-pair of
the three BiIII polyhedra, is not involved in the postulated
transfer mechanism at all.

The missing color e!ect in the case of SVI-doped Bi
2
O

3
solids seems to have two reasons. On the one hand, the
redox potential of CrVI is considerably higher than that of
SVI; on the other hand, a reduction of SVI to SIV would imply
the presence of a lone-pair at the sulfur position and
hence would destroy the tetrahedron geometry according
to SVIO2~

4
PDSIVO2~

3
. Chromium (VI) may accept one or

two electrons from BiIII without sterical implications;
CrVO3~

4
and CrIVO4~

4
tetrahedra are well documented in

the literature (11). The cavities, which house the CrO2~
4

tetrahedra, are large and #exible enough to accomodate
to the expected bond length changes accompanying the



FIG. 10. The cationic coordination of the oxygen atoms O(4), with the Cr}O(4) bond on a C
4

axis, (left) and O(5), with Bi(2) and O(5) on a mirror
plane, (right).
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postulated electron density transfer from the lone-pair of
BiIII to CrVI*namely an expansion of the CrO2~

4
polyhed-

ron and a motion of O(4) to O(7) toward the Bi(2) and Bi(3)
centers. One should keep in mind, however, that the charge
transfer is an excited state process; furthermore it is non-
local, but cooperative throughout the lattice. In this connec-
tion it would be interesting to learn whether the disorder of
the CrVIO2~

4
tetrahedra is of static or dynamic nature. Our

so-far structural single crystal investigations down to 190 K
gave no evidence for an ordering process.
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